This paper concentrates upon the design and development of compact fingerprint & ID card number based verification voting system. This would make the voting system fraud-free & secure. 13 digit number of ID card is entered and gets finger print from voter through ZKF4500 sensor, matches it with the database of registered voters. The vote counter is updated on the web and the results are shown at the same time as voting is in progress. This system is cost efficient and gives a real time response. A survey has been conducted at E.E Department COMSATS University Abbottabad and the results confirm that the system is fraud-free, efficient, compact, secure and reliable.
Introduction
Democracy is very important for the prosperity of a country and the core of democracy is voting. It is very important to make the voting system completely fraud-free but almost everywhere in general elections' rigging is an issue. Many attempts are made in past and in progress to make the elections fraudfree and cost effective. Now a day in many countries votes are casted by the use of ballet papers. Numerous errors and rigging happens like human counting error, ballet box theft or loss and unidentified votes casting [1] . The idea of electronic voting system decreases the chances of rigging and error occurrence. Electronic voting refers to the casting and counting of votes by the use of information and communication technologies in which use of passwords, usernames or smart cards are common [2] . Web based Electronic voting system using username and passwords to cast vote online reduced the voting time but also increased the security demand to a certain point, as cracking of passwords or breaking into the systems can lead to debug the software. The casted vote can go to another candidate's votes pouch. [3] . Biometric based voting systems have become very important to build secure voting systems. Biometric is the automated recognition of a person based on behavioral and biological characteristics. Biometric provide identification through different physical characteristics of a person like iris detection, face, hand shape, voice track, signature and fingerprint [4] .Biometrics have many advantages over passwords, usernames or cards as they cannot be lost or forgotten, also they are less susceptible to the outsiders attacks & require less user expertise for authentication [5] . Various systems have been designed for electronic voting systems to develop secure and efficient systems. Fingerprint based voting system using biometric as authentication tool for presidential elections of university taking the finger image from web& compare it with data base of the voters [6] .An electronic voting system used for the selection of student's representative of a class using image processing on finger prints [7] .Finger print based voting system using Gabor Filter for matching finger print [8] . Electronic voting system to match a voter's fingerprint from web uploaded finger print image and data base [9] .E-Voting electoral system based on finger print authentication for secure voting system [10] . Voting system designed for elections using mobile phone and local area network to cast a vote from anywhere in a specific country [11] . Most of the system uses only finger print for identification or verification as a source, systems are not cost effective, efficient& still there is a chance of rigging. In this paper electronic voting system is designed to verify the voters instead of identification even if database gets bigger, still it gives real time response. Both finger print & 13 digit ID card number are used for verification to make the system more secure and fraud free. The system is built with compact hardware and high precision. Web is used to show the result at instant when the voting is done, no need for waiting of the results to the end of voting session. 
Proposed Design

Program Algorithm
Program algorithm for proposed design is shown in Figure 3 .The program steps are  Enrollment in which ID card number is entered and fingerprints through Zinger 4500 sensor .  Authentication, finger prints matched with the fingerprints in database and information are sent to conditioning & checking.  Conditioning and checking sets the alarm buzzing after three failures (incase two times the ID card is entered wrong by mistake or the finger is not placed correctly on the sensor).  Vote casting, after available voters authentication in which it is identified whether the voter has voted before or not. If voter has already voted, the buzzer will start buzzing (this time on the first failure as it is an attempt of rigging). Else condition a new window opens with candidate's voting symbols to choose.  Web updating, last step is updating the web after vote is casted to a particular candidate.
User's Interface
The application window of this design is shown in fig4. Clicking on connect sensor button initiates the sensor. The application window consists of two categories, one is administrative rights and the other is voter's rights. 
Administrative Right
Administrator rights window is to register voters. Administrator is given a password to register the voters and create a database. In case fingerprints are taken from ID card office (NADRA) then there is no need for the administrator and the existing data base is utilized. The view for the administrator window is shown in fig5. 
Design Hardware
Proposed system consists of laptop for data base and programming while a Sensor (ZKFinger-4500) connected for finger print generation. 
Results
The results of the proposed electronic voting system for 200 registered voters of CIIT are shown in the figure. Matching the finger prints with data base has real time response with less than a second (0.5 second) delay. The results are correct and each time for an attempt of rigging buzzer beeps with 0 % percent rigging success. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/cacsa/2014/cacsa-00029/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services 
Conclusions
The system implemented has almost a real time response and requires less than a second for finger print matching with data base. The hardware is compact, cost effective and both ID card number & finger prints verifications are done which makes the system more secure and reliable. The system is free of humancounting error as the web gets updated after specific time.
Future Work
